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Abstract— Network embedding is an important class of link
prediction methods, which can use the distance between learned
low-dimensional node representations to characterize the similarity between nodes. Traditional network embedding methods
focus on single-layer networks, while in reality, a large part
of complex networks are not isolated, but interdependent and
interrelated, forming multiplex complex networks. Also, how
to effectively exploit layer correlations in multiplex networks
to learn more robust and valuable representations, to improve
link prediction performance, has been a hot research topic
in the field of complex network analysis. However, previous
studies mainly focus on inferring intralinks in each layer of
complex networks or anchor links among layers. Another issue
that has not been discussed is how to predict potential links
or reconstruct the network in unobserved relations based on
existing multiplex networks. To this issue, we define a novel
inductive link prediction problem in multiplex networks, in which
most existing multichannel network embedding methods fail to
solve. This is either because they only emphasize the specific
structure information of an individual layer or only capture
the common information for all layers. To effectively address
this problem, we propose a novel embedding method termed
interactive learning across relations (ILAR), to capture and fully
exploit the multiple relations and complex layer correlations in
multiplex networks. We leverage two convolutional modules and
ILAR to capture the sufficient complementary and correlations
in multiplex networks. Moreover, during interactive learning,
a disparity constraint is introduced, which enforces the features
encoded from two convolutional modules to be different and
prevents information redundancy. Finally, the extensive experiments in several real-world datasets show that our model can
significantly outperform the existing state-of-the-art network
embedding methods on the novel link prediction problem in
multiplex networks.
Index Terms— Layer correlations, link prediction, multiplex
network, network embedding.
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N OMENCLATURE
Numbers of layers in the known multiplex network.
lth layer network in multiplex network.
Unknown target network to be predicted.
Set of nodes in the multiplex network.
Adjacency matrix of G l .
Degree matrix of G l .
Reconstruction adjacency matrix.
Specific representation for nodes in the lth layer.
Complementary representation for nodes in the
lth layer.
Nodes representation of the remaining networks for
anchor network G l .
General representation for nodes in the lth layer.
Final representation for nodes to predict the target
network.
Project matrix of specific convolutional module in
the lth layer.
Project matrix of complementary convolutional
module in the lth layer.
I. I NTRODUCTION

W

ITH the massive growth of social media usage [1],
a large collection of multimodal data is generated,
which poses great challenges for data analysis [2]. Complex
network is a ubiquitous data structure that captures connections between individual entities, where nodes represent
entities and edges encode the interactions between these nodes.
It can be employed in a wide range of domains, e.g., social
networks [3], citation networks [4], biological protein–protein
networks [5], and vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) [6].
Link prediction is a fundamental problem in analyzing and
mining complex networks, with the goal of predicting lost
or potential links based on known network information [7].
It is critical for understanding the evolutionary process and
exploration of complex networks and helps to complement
partially observed networks. Link prediction is the basis for
online marketing, e-commerce services, and various recommendation systems.
In recent years, link prediction in complex networks has
attracted a lot of attention and a large number of methods have
been proposed gradually. Network embedding [8] learns the
low-dimensional vector representation of the nodes while maximizing the structural information of the original network and
can simply characterize the similarity of the node pairs by the
distance between the node representations. Therefore, network
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Fig. 1. Illustrative example of link prediction in multiplex networks. It is constructed from the richly structured data of Twitter. G 1 , G 2 , and G 3 represent
different kinds of relation networks, namely, retweet, mention, and follow, respectively. Solid lines of the corresponding color are the existing connections
between them, while dashed lines represent the links to be predicted.

embedding methods can easily and efficiently take link prediction and are widely used in link prediction tasks. Although
existing network embedding methods have been extensively
researched with good results on link prediction tasks, most
of the previous research has focused on single-layer complex networks, i.e., complex networks consisting of only
one type of interaction behavior between nodes. In reality,
however, complex network systems are often consisting of
multiple interacting relationships, e.g., the social network may
represent a network of friend’s relationships, a network of
family relationships, or a network of cooperative relationships.
Such complex networks formed by the interaction of multiple
relationship types between the same entities can naturally be
described as multiplex networks [9], [10].
Link prediction based on multiplex network embedding has
become an important research direction. Unlike single-layer
networks that only take link prediction in one network, there
are two main types of link prediction tasks in multiplex networks. The first type [11]–[13] is inferring links for intralayer,
that is, inferring the potential links in every single layer
using multiple networks structure. Some work extends the
link to interlayer [14]–[18], commonly referred to as network
alignment. Network alignment establishes the correspondence
between the nodes from two networks and predicts the anchor
links. However, there is often the situation in real life, e.g., the
data of a network are completely lost for technical reasons
and need to be recovered or the behavior of a gene in an
entirely new type of interaction is inferred based on the known
behavior of the type of relationship. Predicting the potential
links for such a network with no topology at all is very
practical, and yet, it has not been discussed. In this article,
we propose the novel link prediction problem and define
it as inductive link prediction in multiplex networks, which
exploits the existing multiple types of relational data to predict
links in an unobserved relation. We give a specific example
in Fig. 1, and there are several kinds of relations such as
retweet, mention, and follow in the Twitter social network.
The first type is forecasting links at each relation displayed

as the dashed line as the color corresponding to the located
network and the network alignment predicts interlayer links
finding that the correspondence nodes between two networks
are shown as a gray dashed line. Unlike these two tasks, the
inductive link prediction is to predict an unobserved relation,
friend in life, which is a brand new relationship without any
known links.
Although existing work demonstrates promising performance in the two conventional link prediction tasks, they face
the following challenges when applied to the new issue we
raised. First, the methods designed for the first type of link
prediction emphasize the structure specific to the single layer,
although they incorporate the correlations among multiple
layers. The specific structure may be useless or even negatively
impacting in predicting links in a new relation. Second, the
alignment models focus on two-layer networks and predict
links to the same node in both networks, rather than infer
links between different nodes. Third, the multiplex embedding
methods learn general representations of nodes in all layers
and are mainly used for node classification and clustering but
can also be used to predict links in a new relation. However,
the type defining common vectors [11], [19] shared by all
layers may lose the information essential for a part of layers,
while the type aggregating the interactions of all layers [12],
[20] encoding the specific information for individual layers
but not useful for other layers and redundant information
included in other layers in some cases. To overcome the
limitations, we are seeking an approach that can facilitate
the collaboration of different layers and capture sufficient
complementary information and eliminate unique information
for specific layers but the noise for the target network.
In this article, we propose a novel method termed interactive learning across relations (ILAR), to inductively predict
links by exploiting sufficient complementary information and
correlations in multiplex networks. In the proposed method,
we design two convolutional modules, i.e., a specific convolutional module and a complementary convolutional module, to encode different features that capture the specific
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information from a single layer and complementary information from other layers, respectively. Also, for the complementary convolutional module, we apply a parameter sharing
strategy to build the correlations of multiple layers. Moreover,
we design a disparity constraint to ensure that the features
extracted are different.
The main contributions of this article can be summarized
as follows.
1) We summarize two types of link prediction tasks of
existing multiplex network methods and raise a new
issue to be settled, that is how to inductive link prediction on an unobserved relation based on the existing
multiple types of relational data.
2) We propose a novel ILAR method to solve the novel
inductive link prediction problem by fully capturing the
complementary and useful information in multiplex networks. Also, we design two convolutional modules, i.e.,
specific convolutional module and complementary convolutional module, and disparity constraints to encode
the complementary information.
3) Extensive experiments on a series of real multiplex
networks clearly demonstrate that our proposed model
outperforms the state-of-the-art network embedding
methods in the novel link prediction problem.
The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section II
reviews related work on network embedding methods, including single-layer network embedding methods, multichannel
network embedding methods, and heterogeneous network
embedding methods. In Sections III and IV, we present
the problem formulation and the proposed method in detail,
respectively. Extensive experiments are conducted and analyzed in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this article.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Single-Layer Network Embedding Methods
Single-layer network embedding methods can be roughly
divided into three categories: methods based on matrix decomposition, methods based on random walk-based, and methods
based on deep learning.
Most of the early methods learned node embedding by
taking the form of matrix decomposition, where they used
a matrix representation of the features of the network and
then factorized the matrix to obtain the low-dimensional
vector. Isomap [21] first used the K -nearest neighbor (KNN)
algorithm to construct a neighborhood graph and then used
this graph by computing the shortest path between node pairs
to obtain the distance matrix of the graphs. It then applied
the classical multidimensional scaling (MDS) algorithm to the
distance matrix to obtain the coordinate vectors of the nodes.
The local linear embedding (LLE) method [22] eliminated the
need to estimate pairwise distances between separated nodes,
which assumed that each node and its neighbors lie at or near
a local linear patch of the principal line and then constructed
a neighborhood-preserving mapping based on local linear
reconstruction. LE [23] also constructed a graph from using
 neighbors or KNN and then used a heat kernel to select
weights between pairs of nodes in the graph.

3

However, these methods based on matrix decomposition are
difficult to use in large networks due to the high computational
and time-consuming. With the great success of word2vec [24]
in the field of natural language processing (NLP), scholars
have proposed methods based on random walks to learn node
representations. These models treat a node in a network as a
word and use random walks to obtain a sequence of contexts
and then use the skip-gram [24] algorithm to model the
probability of nodes within each local window in the random
walk sequence. Inspired by the fact that the distribution
of nodes in short sequences generated by random walks is
similar to that in natural language, DeepWalk [25] took a
depth-first sampling strategy to perform truncated random
walks to generate wandering sequences and then applied the
skip-gram algorithm to learn node embedding. node2vec [26]
designed a second-order random walk strategy to sample
the neighborhood, defining two parameters p and q that
adjust between depth-first sampling and breadth-first sampling
during the random walk. LINE [27] considered the first-order
similarity and the second-order similarity of nodes.
Although these shallow models perform well on many tasks,
they have a limited ability to discover underlying relationships
in complex data. In recent years, deep learning-based network
embedding methods have emerged as the main key technology,
primarily extending graph neural networks (GNNs) to complex
networks to learn complex nonlinear features in network
structures. SDNE [28] and DNGR [29] are based on a deep
autoencoder framework to capture highly nonlinear network
structures. However, both of them use the global neighborhood
of each node as input, which is computationally expensive.
Graph convolutional networks (GCNs) are solved by defining
a convolution operator in the network [30]. GCNs iteratively
aggregate the representations of a node’s neighbors and use the
obtained representation and its representation in the previous
iteration to obtain a new node representation, with multiple
iterations allowing the learned node representation to characterize the global neighborhood. GCNs can be broadly classified
into two categories based on the spectral domain [30]–[32]
and the spatial domain [33]–[35]. From the spectral domain
perspective, GCN applied Fourier transform to the graph
signal and filter and then applies the convolution theorem to
transform the convolution operation in the time domain to a
product operation in the spectral domain. The key difference
between the different methods is the different choice of filters.
From the spatial domain perspective, GCNs can be seen as an
operation that aggregates feature information from a node’s
neighborhood.
B. Multiplex Network Embedding Methods
The above embedding methods, although proven to be effective, are mainly used to deal with single-layer networks and
are not applicable to learn node embedding in multiplex networks. With the increasing prevalence of multiplex networks in
real-world applications, multiplex network embedding methods have been proposed, which can be divided into methods
that learn specific representations for each single layer and
methods that learn general representations for all layers.
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Some multiplex network embedding methods learn specific
representation for every single layer and usually applied
to link prediction for intralayer of multiplex networks.
MNE [11] and CrossMNA [19] introduce a common vector
for anchor nodes to capture the shared information across
all the relations. MNE [11] represents the embedding vector in each relation through the combination of common
vector and low-dimensional vectors for each relation, while
CrossMNA [19] combines the common vector and network
vector for each relation, which is introduced to extract the
semantic meaning of the single network. MELL [36] enforces
embedding vectors in each layer for the same node to be close
to the average embedding matrix among layers in order to
share the common information. The asp2vec [37] dynamically
assigns relation for each node based on its local context and
models the interactions among layers in terms of both relatedness and diversity. LISCNE [38] takes advantage of the common and local features in multiplex networks and exploited
layer similarity at the same time. DMGE [39] first learned
consistent node embeddings through shared GCN, and then,
based on the consistent node embeddings, it defined specific
graph convolutional layers for each complex network to learn
the node embeddings of each layer. MANE [40] divided the
node pairs in multiplex networks into intraview pairs, crossview, intranode pairs, and cross-view, cross-node pairs, and
jointly trained the three types of node pairs to learn the corresponding node representations for each layer of the network.
Some multiplex network embedding methods learn consistent and general representation and often applied to node
classification and clustering. MNE [11] and CrossMNA [19]
learn the general representations with the definition of the
common vector and intervector, and CrossMNA is also a
method applied to network alignment. MVE [41] provides
a robust representation by promoting the collaboration of
different views and different weights were assigned to views
during voting. HMNE [42] extracts the cross-layer neighborhood of a node to learn the unified embedding by applying a
heuristic 3-D interactive walk technique. mGCN [12] is a multidimensional convolutional neural network method for modeling intra- and cross-dimensional interactions in multiplex
networks. DMGI [20] extends deep graph infomax (DGI) [35]
for attributed multiplex networks and jointly integrates the
relation-type specific node embeddings by minimizing the
disagreements among them. SSDCM [43] leverages a novel
cluster-aware, node-contextualized global graph summary generation strategy and then modeled the nodes and cluster
structures by maximizing the mutual information between
local nodewise patch representations and label correlated
structure-aware global graph representations. HDGI [44] first
designs a joint supervision signal containing both extrinsic and
intrinsic mutual information through high-order mutual information and then introduces a high-order deep infomax (HDI)
to optimize the proposed supervision signal.
C. Heterogeneous Network Embedding Methods
A heterogeneous network consists of multiple types of
nodes and edges, while the multiplex network can be viewed as

a special form with only one type of node. metapath2vec [45]
is a well-known model, which extends the skip-gram model
to model the heterogeneous neighborhood of a node based on
the meta-paths. RHINE [46] divides structural characteristics
of relations in HINs into affiliation relations (ARs) and onecentered-by-another structures and interaction relations (IRs)
with peer-to-peer structures. R-GCN [47] introduces the GCN
framework that can be to model multiple types of relations.
HeGAN [48] employs adversarial learning for HIN embedding
in order to model the rich semantics on HINs. GATNE [49]
proposed a general framework of MNE [11] to attribute multiplex heterogeneous networks. Although many recent studies
applied GNNs to heterogeneous networks [50], they are mostly
semisupervised methods and not adapted to our tasks.
III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Our goal in this article is to take inductive link prediction
based on the learned node embeddings from the existing
multiplex network data. In this section, we will introduce some
background knowledge and definitions of multiplex networks,
followed by the problem formulation.
Definition 1 (Multiplex Network): A multiplex network
M G = (G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G L ) consists of a set of N nodes
V = (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v N ) and L relations, and interactions in
each relation form a set of edges (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , . . . , ξ L ), where
G l = (V, ξ l ) denotes the lth layer and the topological
structure of this layer can be represented by the adjacency
matrix Al .
Due to the sparse and high-dimensional format of adjacency
matrix, multiplex network embedding has recently attracted
great attention to learning the low-dimensional representations
for nodes.
Definition 2 (Multiplex Network Embedding):
Given a
multiplex network with L relations, M G = (G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G L ),
the type of learning specific representations for nodes in
each relation multiplex network embedding aims to learn the
robust node representations for each node v i ∈ V in each
layer Z i ∈ R L×d with d  N. The type of learning general
representations for each node v i ∈ V in all relations is to
learn the d-dimensional vector Z i ∈ R d with d  N.
There are not only intralayer interactions but also interlayer
interactions in multiplex networks; correspondingly, there are
two types of link prediction in multiplex networks, one for
intralayer link prediction that is to predict missing or potential
edges in each layer of network and one for interlayer link
prediction that is commonly referred to as network alignment.
Definition 3 (Intralayer Link Prediction in Multiplex
Network): Given a multiplex network M G
=
(G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G L ), intralayer link prediction in multiplex
network aims at inferring the missing or potential edges in
each relation of G l ∈ M G, that is, to generate the edge
probability function P(v il , v lj ) −
→ [0, 1].
Definition 4 (Interlayer Link Prediction in Multiplex Network): It is often referred to as network alignment. Given the
network M G = (G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G L ), a set of observed anchor
nodes Vt , the goal of network alignment task is to discover
the unknown or potential anchor nodes among layers of M G,
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Fig. 2. Schematic of ILAR main architecture: 1) the input is a three-layer multiplex network G = {G 1 , G 2 , G 3 } and the multiple relations involved are
interrelated; 2) features extracted: specific features for the anchor network and complementary features from other remaining networks are learned by two
convolutional modules and parameter sharing strategy is used for the complementary convolutional module; and 3) ILAR: fuse the features encoded by two
convolution models to reconstruct the anchor network and disparity constraint is used to enforce features encoding different information for anchor network.

i.e., for a pair of nodes (v il1 , v lj2 ), where v i and v j are in the
set of node set V , and to predict whether there is an anchor
link between them in networks G l1 and G l2 .
However, it is another highly practical link prediction problem that is to predict possible links for networks with no
topology at all, for example, sometimes data for a network
are completely lost for technical reasons or the behavior of
genes in an entirely new type of interaction is inferred based
on the behavior of genes interacting in some known types of
relationship. For the novel link prediction problem, we refer
to it as inductive link prediction in multiplex networks.
Definition 5 (Inductive Link Prediction in Multiplex
Network): Based on the multiplex network M G =
(G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G L ) with node set V , the inductive link prediction problem is to find a function P(v it , v tj ) −
→ [0, 1] to
infer the potential edges in G t , where v i , v j ∈ V and G t ∈
(G t1 , G t2 , . . . , G tk ) are the networks without any topology
need to infer the potential edges.
In this article, we aim at solving the problem that takes
inductive link prediction in one unobserved network, that is,
k = 1, and we use G t to denote the target network to
take inductive link prediction. Then, we will introduce some
notations we will use in the remaining of this work. The
Nomenclature provides a list of major notations in this article.
IV. P ROPOSED M ODEL
In this section, we introduce our proposed approach for
inductive link prediction by integrating the network structure
of multiple relations in multiplex networks.
A. Overall Structure
When applied to the problem, most existing approaches,
e.g., the methods designed for the link prediction in the individual layers and learning general embedding for nodes in all
layers, fail to achieve satisfactory results. This is because either
some of them emphasize the unique structure information
for an individual layer, which may be noise for the target
network, or some only capture the common information for
all layers, which is insufficient. Thus, we need an approach

integrating multiple independent relations to encode sufficient
complementary information and eliminate noise information.
The overall process for ILAR is shown in Fig. 2. The core
idea is that the topological structures of the anchor network
are not only correlated with itself but also with other networks
formed by multiple relations. For the given multiplex network,
our proposed model iteratively selects one layer as the anchor
network, and for each anchor network, we design two different
convolutional modules to separately encode specific information for anchor network and complementary information from
other remaining networks. Through the interactive learning
and fusion of features obtained from the two modules, the
representation of the reconstructed anchor network not only
fuses the different relational features but also preserves the
properties and structures of the original network. The final
embedding to inductively predict links is the average value
of outputs of complementary convolutional module for each
anchor network, rather than the specific module to eliminate
the exclusive information.
B. Interactive Learning Across Relations
First, we assume that the anchor network selected is G l .
To capture the specific information for the anchor network
as well as the complementary information and correlations
from other remaining networks, we introduce two convolutional modules, i.e., the specific convolutional module and
the complementary convolutional module. Then, we introduce
these two types of modules in detail.
1) Specific Convolutional Module: In order to make full use
of all layers in multiplex networks, we iteratively select one
layer of the multiplex network as the anchor network. For the
anchor network G l with the adjacency matrix Al and its degree
matrix Dl as topological structures, we utilize the specific
convolutional module to capture the unique information in
this network. The output Zls ∈ R N ×d denotes the specific
representation.
In this article, we use two-layer GCN [51] as the convolutional module, and through the module, Zls is learned by


Zls = A˜ l σ A˜ l I W ls(0) W ls(1)
(1)
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−(1/2)
−(1/2)
where A˜ l = D˜ l
( Al + I) D˜ l
is the symmetrically
normalized adjacency matrix. I is the identity matrix and D˜ l
is the renormalized diagonal degree matrix. In (1), I cannot
be replaced by the feature matrix of the network, that is, our
model is suitable for attribute-free networks, which we will
explain after introducing other convolution modules. W ls(0) and
W ls(1) are the weight matrices. σ is the activation function and
we use ReLU(·) = max(0, ·) in this article.
2) Complementary Convolutional Module: As the structure
of the same nodes in different layers is not independent in
multiplex network, we introduce a complementary convolutional module. For the remaining networks except for anchor
network in the multiplex network, we apply the complementary convolutional module to capture the complementary and
useful information for the anchor network. It is also a twolayer GCN, while the weight matrices W lc(0) and W lc(1) are
shared by all the other remaining networks. This parameter
sharing strategy is supposed to learn the most correlated and
common information of the remaining networks. We share the
same weight matrix for each network G r of the remaining
layers as follows:


Zr = Ãr σ Ãr I W lc(0) W lc(1) .
(2)

We train the link prediction in each layer based on the
embedding


(3)
Â r = sigmoid Zr Zr T .
Also, we train the model by minimizing the negative
cross-entropy between the reconstructed adjacency matrix Â r
and the original adjacency matrix Ar


 
1  r
r
r
lossr = −
Ai j log Âi j + 1 − Ari j log 1 − Âi j .
N r ij
(4)
With the learned weight matrices, we encode the complementary information for the anchor network G l


Zlc = A˜ l σ A˜ l I W lc(0) W lc(1) .
(5)
3) Interactive Learning Across Relations: After obtaining
features based on network structures, embeddings for anchor
network will undergo a fusion from dual feature spaces
to promote interaction among relations. With the fusing of
two features, we get the general embeddings for the anchor
network to reconstruct an adjacency matrix
Zl = Zls + α · Zlc .

(6)

Then, we use the embedding Zl to reconstruct the matrix of
anchor network


T
(7)
Âl = sigmoid Zl Zl .
We minimize the sum of reconstruction error of each
network by

 

1  l
l
l
lossl = −
Ai j log Âi j + 1 − Ali j log 1 − Âi j .
N l ij
(8)

a) Disparity constraint: The features learned by two
different convolutional module, encoding specific features and
complementary features for anchor network, help to reconstruct the network. To ensure that the two modules learn different information, we apply a score function D(Zls , Zlc ) to keep
them away from each other. We employ the Hilbert–Schmidt
independence criterion (HSIC) [52] to enhance the disparity
of their outputs. Formally, the HSIC constraint of Zls and Zlc
is defined as



HSIC Zls , Zlc
lossd =
l

= (n − 1)−2 tr (R K s R K c )

(9)

where K s and K c are the Gram matrices with ks,i j =
K s (Zis Zsj ) and kc,i j = K c (Zic Zcj ), R = I − (1/n)ee T , I is
an identity matrix, and e is an all-one column vector. In our
implementation, we use the inner product kernel function for
K s and K c .
With the disparity constraint of HSIC for Zls and Zlc ,
it enforces Zls to learn the unique structure existing in the
anchor network and Zlc to learn the complementary structure
shared by other networks that do not exist in the anchor
network. This is also the reason that the identity matrix is
input into the convolutional module instead of the network
attributes. The two convolutional modules cannot effectively
capture different features by propagating the same attributes
if the attributes of the network are input.
b) Overall objective function: The total objective function is defined as follows:
⎛
⎞
L
L


⎝lossl + β ·
lossr + γ · lossd ⎠
(10)
loss =
r =l

l

where β is the coefficient that controls the degree of distorting
embedded space and γ is the parameter of disparity constraint
term. Also, we let β = γ = 1.0 for all experiments. The
corresponding pseudocode of the model is summarized in
Algorithm 1.
c) Predict links in the target network: We sum the nodes
representation of all anchor networks as the final embedding
to predict the links in the target network. The final embedding
Z ∈ R n×d is expressed as follows:
Z=

L


Zl

(11)

l

where L is the number of layers of the multiplex network.
We can perform inductive link prediction to predict unseen
links in the new relation by utilizing the embedding Z




(12)
p v it , v tj = sigmoid z iT z j
where G t is the target network without any topology requiring
to predict potential links and z i and z j are the final embedding
of nodes v i and v j , respectively.
4) Complexity Analysis: In the entire loop of selecting
the anchor network to reconstruct the network and learn
the complementary features by the convolutional module, the
time complexity is O(L 2 N 2 ). To reduce the time complexity,
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small number. For L larger to sample, we randomly select R
layers to learn the complementary features for each anchor
network instead of all the rest of the networks to reduce the
learning time. After implementing the two sampling strategies,
the overall time complexity of our model is O(L(R + 1)M).

Algorithm 1 ILAR

Input: The multiplex network
G = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G L } with adjacency
matrix, the parameters α, β, γ , d
Output: The adjacent matrix Â t of the target
network G t
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

V. E XPERIMENT

repeat
foreach layer l in L do
Zls = A˜ l σ ( A˜ l I W ls(0) )W ls(1) ;
foreach layer r in L and r  = l do
Zr = Ãr σ ( Ãr I W lc(0) )W lc(1) ;
% reconstruct adjacent matrix :
Ãr ← sigmoid(Zr Zr T );
lossr = r loss( Ar , Âr );
end
Zlc = A˜ l σ ( A˜ l I W lc(0) )W lc(1) ;
Zl = Zls + α · Zlc ;
T
Âl = sigmoid(Zl Zl );
lossl = loss( Al , Aˆ l );
% Disparity constraint
lossd = H S I C(Zls , Zlc );
end
until converge;
L l
Z= l Z ;
return Â t = sigmoid(Z Z T );

To verify the effectiveness of our method, we conduct
inductive link prediction on four real multiplex networks and
compare three types of network embedding methods, including
single-layer network embedding methods, multiplex network
embedding methods, and heterogeneous network embedding
methods.
A. Datasets

we take two strategies: sampling negative edges (negative
sampling approach [53]) and sampling complementary layers.
More specifically, the sparsity of network in real life, the
number of negative edges, is very large and can generally be
linearly bounded by the number of nodes. It is computationally
expensive to consider all the negative edge pairs. Therefore,
we randomly sample K nodes that are not connected to node
v i for each (v i , v j ) ∈ ξ l in every network G l . These K samples
are put into the set of negative samples. In this way, the size
of negative samples is only k times as large as that of positive
samples. Also, the time complexity for reconstructing each
network is O(M), and M = |ξ |l . Then, the loss in (8) can be
trained like this (see (4) is the same)
⎡
⎢ 
lossl = −⎢
⎣ 



log p v il , v lj

v il ,v lj ∈ξ l

+

⎛




l
v il ,v lj ∈ξneg

7

⎞⎤

⎜
 
⎟⎥
⎜1 − log p v l , v l ⎟⎥
i
j
⎝
⎠⎦

(13)

l
is the sampled negative edge set.
where ξneg
On the other hand, for most multiplex networks, it is not
necessary to sample layers because L is usually a relatively

Mobile crowdsensing (e.g., a community with people using
mobile devices) has emerged as a promising way to collect
data [54]. Here, we apply the datasets obtained from CoMuNe
lab’s web site.1 We summarize the dataset statistics as listed
in Table I.
1) CKM [55]: A social multiplex network of physicians in
four towns, where three layers represent whom they turn
to who they need advice, who they discuss cases with,
and who they most often socially. There are 246 nodes
and 1551 links.
2) SACCHPOMB [56], [57]: A genetic multiplex network of different types of genetic interactions. It has
five layers of interactions: direct interactions, physical
associations, suppressive genetic interactions, synthetic
genetic interactions, and additive genetic interactions.
There are 4092 nodes and 63 033 links.
3) DROSOPHILA [56], [57]: A genetic multiplex network
of different types of genetic interactions, e.g., direct
interactions, suppressive genetic interactions, additive
genetic interactions, and physical interactions. There are
8215 nodes and 43 210 links.
4) HOMO [56], [57]: A genetic multiplex network of
different types of genetic interactions, including direct
interactions, physical associations, and colocalization.
There are 18 222 nodes and 166 904 links.
B. Baseline Methods
We compare with three types of methods, namely, singlelayered embedding models, heterogeneous, and multiplex
embedding models to test the performance of the proposed
model for inductive link prediction.
1) vgae [58]: An embedding model for single-layered
networks. It was an inference model parameterized by a
two-layer GCN.
2) node2vec [26]: An embedding model for single-layered
networks. node2vec designed a biased random walk and
explores diverse neighborhoods to learn richer representations.
3) MELL [36]: A multiplex network embedding model
learning specific representation for each relation. MELL
1 https://comunelab.fbk.eu/data.php
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TABLE I
S TATISTICS OF D ATASETS

simultaneously learned the embedding vector of each
node and layer embedding of each layer.
4) mGCN [12]: A multiplex network embedding method
learning general representation for nodes in all layers. mGCN proposed a multidimensional GCN, which
captured the interactions within and across multiple
dimensions.
5) DMGI [20]: An attributed multiplex network embedding
method learning general representation for nodes in all
layers. It captures the local patches of a graph and the
global properties of the entire graph.
6) CrossMNA [19]: A multiplex network embedding model
not only learns the specific representation for each
relation but also learns the general representation for
the whole multiplex network. The representation in each
relation was generated by combining the layer vector
for each layer and the general embedding for each
node.
7) R-GCN [47]: An embedding model for heterogeneous
networks. R-GCN develops neural networks into heterogeneous networks, which specializes in dealing with
the highly multirelational data characteristic of realistic
knowledge bases.
8) GATNE [49]: An embedding model for heterogeneous
networks. GATNE proposes a unified framework to
address the problem of embedding learning for the
attributed multiplex heterogeneous network, which supports both transductive and inductive learning. It is
noted that the multiplex network is seen as a special
heterogeneous network with only one node type.
For single-layer network embedding methods, node2vec and
vgae, training is first performed on all network layers to
learn the node representation of each layer of network, and
then, the node representations of all layers are summed up as
the final node representation for link prediction in the target
network. For multiplex network embedding methods that learn
specific embedding for each layer, MELL, the intravector of
CrossMNA and GATNE, we also sum up the embedding of
all layers as the final representation to predict in the target
network. For multiplex network embedding methods that learn
general representation for all layers, CrossMNA, mGCN, and
DMGI, we take the general representation for prediction. For
the convenience of display, we use CMNA_s and CMNA_g
to indicate the learned specific representation and general
representation, respectively. For the R-GCN, we follow the
reference using DistMult factorization [59] as the scoring

function to infer links in each layer and average the scores
in all layers as the link possibility in the target network.
C. Experimental Settings
For each dataset, we select one layer at a time to be the
target network for prediction and the other layers as inputting
multiplex network. It is reasonable to use the information-rich
networks to predict the other layers, while using a sparse and
information-less network to predict a dense network has a
relatively high error rate and is meaningless. For the CKM
dataset, we choose “turn to” and “discuss with” as target
networks to predict in turn and others as known multiplex
network from which complementary structural information is
learned. For the SACCHPOM dataset, we choose the layer
of “direct interaction” and “synthetic genetic interaction”
as target networks in turn. For the DROSOPHILA dataset,
we choose “suppressive genetic interaction” and “additive
genetic interaction” as target networks. For the HOMO dataset,
we set “direct interaction” as the target network for prediction.
For the selected target network, all nodes and links present
in the network are used as the test set positive samples, and the
same number of disconnected edges as the negative samples
of the test set is randomly selected. The remaining networks in
a multiplex network dataset are taken as the training set. Each
method is trained and tested five times, and the average result
of the tests is taken as the final result. All models set 128 as the
dimension of the final embedding. For CrossMNA, both the
dimensions of layer vector d1 and intervector d2 are set as 128.
For mGCN and DMGI, we use the representations learned by
node2vec on each dataset as attributes to input. In addition,
for node2vec, the optimal hyperparameters are empirically set
as p = 2 and q = 1. For all models taking negative samples,
we set the sample number to 5.
D. Inductive Link Prediction
In practice, link prediction algorithms can be applied to
predict unseen links in the network and recommend the top-k
most potential links for nodes. Therefore, we evaluate the
ability of our model in the inductive link prediction problem
from two aspects. As mentioned in the experimental setting,
we select one or two networks as the target network for testing
on each dataset. We conduct five times experiments for each
network and take the average as the final result. For each pair
of nodes, we follow the formula defined in (12) to measure
the linking possibility.
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1) Predict Unseen Links: In this case, we randomly sample
an equal number of nonedges with positive edges as
negative samples in each target network. The evaluation
metrics used to evaluate the performance are area under
the curve (AUC) and average precision (AP), where
AP reflects the accuracy of predicting positive samples.
Higher values of AUC and AP indicate better link
prediction performance. The AUC score is defined as
 

Np
Nn
i=1
j =1 I pred(x i ), pred y j
AUC =
N p ∗ Nn
(14)
⎧
⎪
a>b
⎨1,
I (a, b) = 0.5, a = b
(15)
⎪
⎩
0,
a<b
where pred(·) is the classification result of the model
for positive sample x i and negative sample y j and N p
and Nn are the number of positive and negative samples,
respectively. AP scores are defined as follows:
Precision(k)
(16)
N
where Precision = TPTP+FP, TP denotes true positive,
and FP denotes false positive.
The results for CKM, SACCHPOMB, and
DROSOPHILA in this task are shown in Fig. 3
and the results of HOMO are shown in Table II.
2) Top-k: In this case, we recommend top@k nodes for
each node that are most likely to existing links with it
in the target network. We compare the results by the
score of the recommended node pairs hitting the real
existing links and the evaluation metric of top@k can
be defined
|ξ (top@k) ∩ ξ t |
(17)
top@k =
|ξ t |
AP =

k

where ξ t is the positive edge set of the target network
and |ξ t | is the number of positive links. ξ(top@k) is
the most likely k edges set recommended for each node.
Also, |ξ(top@k) ∩ ξ t | indicates the number of correct
predictions among the k edges recommended for the
node. Here, we set different k as 5%, 10%, and 15%
of nodes to evaluate the effectiveness of recommending
potential edges for nodes. Also, the results of CKM,
SACCHPOMB, and DROSOPHILA are presented in
Fig. 4 and the results of HOMO are shown in Table II.
From the results of the two tasks, we can observe that the
following conditions hold.
1) Our proposed model ILAR almost outperforms the other
compared methods on all datasets in both predicting
unseen links and recommending top k potential links,
which validates the superiority of our model in predicting links in new relations by fully utilizing the
complementary information and correlated relationship
in the multiplex network. In particular, the AUC score
of predicting unseen links in the SACCHPOM dataset
obtain remarkable results and boost the performance by

Fig. 3. Performance comparison of top-k in terms of top@5, top@10, and
top@15 on (a) CKM, (b) SACCHPOM, and (c) DROSOPHILA, respectively.
Note that MGCN and DMGI are attributed network embedding methods.
TABLE II
L INK P REDICTION R ESULTS OF P REDICTING U NSEEN L INKS AND T OP -k
ON THE HOMO D ATASET. (B OLD I S THE B EST R ESULT )

around 25% when compared to the best comparable
method DMGI.
2) In the CKM dataset, the structure is relatively similar
between layers, MELL and DMGI enforcing that the
same node cross relation close also gets good results
comparable to our model in predicting unseen links,
while in the recommending top-k case, there is still a gap
between their results and our model. In other datasets,
MELL gets poor results, and this is because even for the
same node, their structures vary greatly between layers,
and it is unreasonable to force the embeddings to be
closer.
3) DMGI has relatively good results in all datasets, which
may be due to the additional information of inputting the
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison of predicting unseen links in terms of AUC and AP on (a) CKM, (b) SACCHPOM, and (c) DROSOPHILA. Note that
MGCN and DMGI are attributed network embedding methods.

node2vec embedding results as the attributes. We take
the test using the identity matrix instead of the node2vec
embedding results as attributes, the AUC value on suppressive network only reaches 0.652. Also, DMGI has
a strong advantage in distinguishing between positive
and negative edges and even outperforms ILAR on the
DROSOPHILA dataset, but it does not perform well in
recommending links.
4) The general representation of CrossMNA (shown in
CMNA_g) works generally more effectively than the
methods of learning specific representation in each layer
(shown in CMNA_s). Learning specific representation
emphasizes the structure-specific information for an
individual layer, which may be noise for the target
network.
5) The heterogeneous embedding methods have poor performance on almost all datasets. Maybe, it is because
heterogeneity is designed for networks that contain multiple types of nodes and edges. When they are applied
to multiplex networks with only one type of nodes, they
are fundamentally single-view models and do not work
well empirically on multiview networks.
E. Ablation Study
We conduct ablation studies on the CKM and Drosophila
datasets to demonstrate the boost in predictive performance

when considering the cross relationship of interactive learning.
The methods for comparison are listed as follows.
1) ILAR_1: The proposed model without disparity constraints enforces the two designed convolutional modules
to encode different features.
2) ILAR_2: The proposed model without the complementary convolutional module learns the complementary
information from other networks except for the anchor
network. This method is also commonly known as
GAE [58].
3) ILAR_3: The proposed model defines a specific vector
for each layer and a common vector for all layers. The
common vector is shared by all layers and trained by a
two-layer GCN following our model.
Table III summarizes the results of ablation studies. From
the results, we can observe that our model effectively learns
sufficient and useful information in multiplex networks.
Removing the disparity constraint (ILAR_1) degrades the performance considerably, which shows that through the disparity
constraint, the two convolutional modules learn the unique
structure that exists in the anchor network and the complementary structure that does not exist in the anchor network.
Without the disparity constraint (ILAR_1), the results are even
worse than without the complementary convolutional module
(ILAR_2), which may be because the redundant information
is learned by two convolutional modules. Compared with
method 3 and our model ILAR, the results of method 2
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TABLE III
A BLATION E XPERIMENT R ESULTS

Fig. 5. Parameter sensitivity analysis on the CKM dataset. (a) Analysis of parameter d. (b) Analysis of parameter α. (c) Analysis of parameter β. (d) Analysis
of parameter γ .

are weaker, indicating that integrating the correlations in
multiplex networks plays a crucial role. Moreover, learning
a common vector for all layers (ILAR_3) rather than learning
complementary information for each anchor network may only
capture the information shared by all layers and lose some
essential information for some layers.
F. Parameter Sensitivity
In this section, we study the sensitivity of parameters on
the CKM dataset. Specifically, we evaluate how different
numbers of the embedding dimensions and different values
of hyperparameter α, β, and γ can affect the model. Also, the
results are shown in Fig. 5.
1) Parameter of Embedding Dimension d: First, we show
how the dimension of the embedding vectors affects the
performance in Fig. 5(a). The dimension values are set with
various numbers of d ranging from 4 to 256. Also, we can
see that the values of all metrics in both target networks of
CKM dataset improve with the increase of the dimension until
they tend to be smooth. This is intuitive as larger dimension
can encode more useful information, while a too large number
of dimensions may introduce noises. The ascending trend of
our model slows down once the embedding dimension reaches
around 32 and the best performance is around 128.
2) Parameter of α: Then, we show how the value of balance coefficient between specific features and complementary
features affects the performance in Fig. 5(b). When α = 0,
the performance is totally determined by the specific features

modeled from the anchor network and we can see that it gets
the worst value. It demonstrated that both specific features and
complementary features are essential for the model. With the
increase of α, the performances raise first, but the performance
will drop if α is larger than 1.0.
3) Parameter of β: We will check the impact of parameter
β. β controls the weight of the complementary convolutional
module in the training process. We vary it from 0 to 100 and
the results are shown in Fig. 5(c). Similarly, with the increase
of β, the performances also raise first, but the performance
will drop quickly if β is larger than 1.0.
4) Parameter of γ : Finally, we show how the disparity
constraint coefficient γ affects the performance. γ controls
the disparity degree of specific features and complementary
features from two different modules. We vary it from 0 to
100 and the results are shown in Fig. 5(d). When γ = 0 and
no constraints force them to disparate, the specific and complementary features will model the common and redundant
information and then get the worst results. However, the performance also degrades when γ is too large. The reason is that,
in this case, the specific features and complementary features
are too far apart, and the complementary features cannot apply
useful information to the anchor network reconstruction.
VI. C ONCLUSION
This article investigates existing network embedding methods of predicting links in multiplex networks and finds that
previous studies dealing with the link prediction problem in
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multiplex networks mainly focus on inferring intralinks in each
relation or anchor links between layers based on the observed
multiplex structure. In real life, however, it is often the situation predicting potential links for networks with no topology
at all, which has not yet been discussed. This is a novel link
prediction issue and we named it inductive link prediction in
multiplex networks, which exploits the existing multiple types
of relational data to predict completely unknown networks.
When applying to the inductive link prediction, the current
multiplex network embedding methods of learning specific
node representations for each layer may learn noise information for the target network by emphasizing the specific
structure information, and the methods of learning general
node representation for all layers may be insufficient to
capture the common information among the layers. Therefore,
to cope with the novel inductive link prediction problem in
multiplex networks, we propose an ILAR network embedding
method, which learns the sufficient complementary features
through iteratively interacting learning features extracted by
two designated convolutional modules. We test our method for
the novel link prediction tasks using four datasets compared
with several state-of-the-art baseline models. The experimental
results demonstrate the superiority of our model in solving this
problem.
In this article, we aim at addressing the challenge of
link prediction in one unobserved network, while the link
prediction of multiple relations will be extended in future work
by introducing some external knowledge. We expect that the
novel inductive link prediction problem in multiplex networks
proposed in this work will be further investigated.
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